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So many stories to share.

Trump Declares Opioid Crisis a 'Health Emergency' but Requests No Funds:
I guess the president thinks that opioid addicts, like Puerto Ricans after Hurricane
Maria, "want everything to be done for them." I imagine actually funding a response
to a health emergency will throw "our budget a little out of whack." After all, when
they took that first pain pill, those addicts knew what they were signing up for.

From Kaiser Health News: "Despite the best efforts of President Donald Trump and
the GOP-led Congress, the Affordable Care Act is still the law of the land. And after a
turbulent year, open enrollment for individuals who buy their own health insurance
begins Nov. 1 and ends Dec. 15." Open Enrollment is Nigh

This is a sample of what people who help other people sign up for insurance in state
and federal health care markets say: "I wanted to sign up again this year. … I’m
hesitant now because of what Trump has done. Should I still consider?" Acute
Confusion As Exchange Enrollment Nears

Caseros, Argentina — Clerical sex abuse disclosures skyrocket in pope’s
Argentina: "In Argentina, the abuse crisis is just beginning," said Bishop Sergio
Buenanueva of San Francisco in Cordoba province. Buenanueva leads a church
council on clerical abuse. "I’m sure the Argentine church is going to face increasing
numbers of these disclosures."

The U.S. bishops will be in Baltimore for their annual fall meeting in two weeks.
Michael Sean Winters tells us what to expect. And what not to expect. Differences
over church's role in US culture persist in bishops' conference

Here's one thing the bishops have done: Bishop offers Congress moral
principles for weighing tax reform
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Q & A with Sr. Monique Tarabeh: Good Shepherd Sr. Monique Tarabeh's visit
home in July and August was gut-wrenching. Tarabeh grew up in Damascus, Syria,
and her family still lives there despite the ongoing civil war that started in 2011.

Rome — In a meeting with the Anglican Communion’s new representative in Rome,
Vatican foreign minister says global instability makes ecumenism a "moral
imperative."

Sr. Rose Pacatte, NCR's award winning film reviewer, watches "Bending the Arc"  a
documentary about Dr. Paul Farmer, his work in Haiti, and Partners in Health, the
organization he founded

Have you seen our new feature, the Justice Action Bulletin? Every Tuesday, we bring
you a roundup of the latest news on active nonviolence in the service of peace and
justice.  You should be reading Justice Action Bulletin. At the bottom of each
bulletin is information on how you can submit an item.

If news from and about Catholic colleges and universities is more your thing, you
should be reading our weekly Campus Notebook.

Here's a letter to the editor in the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette: Women have
leadership roles in the Catholic Church

Looking for the latest news about our buddy at Church Militant, Michael Voris? Check
this out (a little text, more video): Former gay man is leading “Catholic alt-
right” movement

And, and please, nobody bother me this weekend. I'll be binge-watching "Stranger
Things 2" on Netflix.

DailyBreadBanner.jpgImage not found or type unknownStart your day inspired with daily Scripture reflections. Join NCR's sister publication,
Celebration, for Daily Bread, a series of short reflections written by four authors
who meet regularly to share the readings.

Or reflect on Pencil Preaching by Pat MarrinPencil Preaching.jpgImage not found or type unknown . Every morning Pat Marrin breaks
open the Word with a pencil sketch and a short meditation.
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